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Abstract

The issue of audience targeting is crucial in studies of contemporary propaganda. Meanwhile, it is usually ignored in analysis of Roman propaganda despite the fact that studies of ancient rhetoric clearly shows that speakers were well aware that they must use a different language when performing in front of different audiences. The primary aim of this paper is to consider the possibility of targeting propaganda messages encoded on coins struck by the Pompeians (RRC 444, RRC 445/1-3) during the war with Caesar. The analysis of the imagery placed on these coins may indicate that different types were in the first instance intended for the inhabitants of Epirus and Greece (RRC 444, RRC 445/2), Sicily (RRC 445/1) and West Asia Minor (RRC 445/3). Considering the fact that those were the most important areas of recruitment for the Pompeians, it is possible that by placing images that referred to them they tried to influence locals also in this way.
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The Battle of Pharsalus was the decisive battle of Caesar's Civil War. On 9 August 48 BC at Pharsalus in central Greece, Gaius Julius...
Caesar and his allies formed up opposite the army of the republic under the command of Gnaeus Pompeius Magnus ("Pompey the Great"). Pompey had the backing of a majority of the senators, of whom many were optimates, and his army significantly outnumbered the veteran Caesarian legions. Kopij, K., Propaganda War over Sicily? Sicily in the Roman Coinage during the Civil War 49-45 BC, Studies in Ancient Art and Civilization 16, 167-182. KUNISZ 1993. Kunisz, A. Rola źródeł numizmatycznych w badaniach nad ideologią i propagandą w państwie rzymskim [The Role of the Numismatic Sources in the Study of Ideology and Propaganda in the Roman State]. In: Kunisz, A. (ed.), Rzym Antyczny. Polityka i pieniądz vol. 1, 54-67. LAUER 2008. Lauer, J., Money as Mass Communication: U.S. Paper Currency and the Iconography of Nationalism, The Communication Review 11.2, 109-32 DOI: 10.1080/1071442080 Daily Life During World War I. This source evaluates World War I through personal experiences in a collective format. Heyman exploits the views of military members as well as families left behind to face supply demands, covering both spheres of World War I. Due to the elephantine scope of the war this book narrows it’s scope to the western front. Semaine de la Charlenete Infre is a paragon for French propaganda techniques. The musician in the center wears a military uniform in support of soldiers battling in World War I. French propaganda often incorporated references to the Revolutionary spirit of 1789 through dress or dramatic settings for French nationalism. It’s a Long Way to Tipperary.